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Abstract: Recent studies have revealed that control surface deflection can cause a reduction in the
aerodynamic efficiency of a hypersonic aircraft of up to 30%. In fact, the characterization of the
Flight Control System is essential for the estimation of the consistent aerodynamic characteristics of
the vehicle in different phases, considering the contribution of control surfaces to stability and trim.
In terms of the sizing process, traditional methodologies have been demonstrated to be no longer
applicable to estimations of the actuation power required for the control surfaces of a high-speed
aircraft, due to their peculiar working conditions and to the characteristics of the flow to which they
are exposed. In turn, numerical simulation approaches based on computational fluid dynamics or
panel methods may require considerable time resources, which do not fit with the needs of the quick
and reliable estimates that are typical of the early design phases. Therefore, this paper is aimed at
describing a methodology to show how to anticipate the Flight Control System design for high-speed
vehicles at the conceptual design stage, properly considering the interactions at vehicle level and
predicting the behavior of the system throughout an entire mission. It is also a core part of the work
to provide designers with an example of how neglecting the effect of trim drag can be detrimental to
a reliable estimation of overall aircraft performance. The analysis, mainly focused on the longitudinal
plane of the vehicle, is presented step-by-step on a specific case study, namely the STRATOFLY MR3
vehicle, a Mach 8 waverider concept for civil antipodal flights. The application of the methodology,
conceived as an initial step towards an iterative Flight Control System design process, also shows that
the most power-demanding phases are take-off, low supersonic acceleration, and approach, where
peaks of over 130 kW are reached, while an average of 20 kW is sufficient to support deflections in a
hypersonic cruise.

Keywords: flight control system design; hypersonic vehicle; trim analysis; mission simulation;
power budget

1. Introduction
The Flight Control System (FCS) is considered a key enabler for future high-speed

aircraft and, therefore, the anticipation of its impact on aircraft layout and performance is
essential to assess the viability of concepts under development. Preliminary investigations
carried out in several high-speed projects [1–4] highlight that a reduction of about 30%,
with respect to the maximum theoretical efficiency of a hypersonic civil aircraft, can be
expected due to control surface deflection. Therefore, dealing with the effect of the FCS
on the vehicle’s behavior beforehand, since the early stages of design, guarantees a more
accurate and realistic aerodynamic characterization, as well as a consequent more reliable
estimation of fuel consumption and range performance. In turn, the consistent estimation
of fuel consumption is a key element for the evaluation of the environmental impact of
the vehicle and mission concepts [2], being also one of the most important parameters
for the estimation of the solution’s operating costs [5]. Currently, the attention of the
research community to the topic is mainly focused on the development of ad hoc controllers
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(software) to guarantee proper maneuverability characteristics for these kinds of vehicles
(Section 2), neglecting the relevance of an adequate control surfaces characterization during
the earliest design phases (hardware). The inadequacy of traditional design methodologies,
the interrelationships among the FCS and the other on-board systems, and the need to
anticipate as early as possible the geometrical and performance characterization of the FCS
during the design of future high-speed vehicles, are the driving factors of this paper, which
describes a methodology able to anticipate the design and sizing of FCS at the conceptual
design stage. The application of this kind of approach in the early stages of a project
lifecycle is a key innovation aspect of the paper, since it points out potential problems
related to the evaluation of vehicle performance requirements, which could not be assessed
by looking only at a clean configuration (without the impact of control surface deflection).
In fact, the range that can potentially be covered by the aircraft during the reference
mission is massively influenced by its flight efficiency, bringing together the contribution
of aerodynamic efficiency and propulsive efficiency (i.e., fuel consumption). Both aspects
are deeply affected by the drag profile characterizing the aircraft during the flight, which
could be significantly different in clean configuration and during maneuvers because of
the deflection of control surfaces. This is also the major added value of the work, which
aims at warning designers not to neglect the trim drag effect during the conceptual design
of the vehicle, which risks jeopardizing the mission concept, and at suggesting how to
approach the activity both in terms of trim map generation as well as of on-board actuation
system characterization. In order to quantitatively demonstrate the potential threats of
underestimating trim drag impact, a direct comparison between the aerodynamic efficiency
of clean and complete configurations is made on a specific case study, providing the readers
with practical order of magnitude and verifying the hypothesis from the previous Literature.
Ultimately, the subsequent FCS sizing approach to evaluating the power required to actuate
the control surfaces (in order to trim the vehicle) suggests practical numerical results that
can be helpful for preliminary evaluation of on-board systems’ power demands. After
this brief introduction, an overview of the studies on FCS design for high-speed vehicles
is presented, to clearly define the gaps existing in the scientific Literature on the topic, as
well as to identify useful background for the development of the methodology (Section 2).
Then, Section 3 briefly presents the STRATOFLY MR3 hypersonic cruiser, a European
Mach 8 waverider concept for civil antipodal flights, used as case study, together with
the reference mission. Section 4 reports the integrated FCS characterization approach
specifically devised for high-speed vehicles in conceptual design. The theoretical design
process is presented step-by-step, in conjunction with the application to the specific case
study, with particular focus on the longitudinal plane of the vehicle. Ultimately, Section 5
draws major conclusions about the work, which is conceived as an initial step towards
complete FCS design, usually faced through multiple iterations.

2. Studies on Flight Control System Design for High-Speed Vehicles
As the attraction of high-speed vehicles grows, the scientific Literature reveals a no-

ticeable attention to the guidance and control of such innovative transportation systems.
However, it is worth noting that many recent works focus on the controller design (soft-
ware), rather than on the design and characterization of the flight control surfaces and
actuation subsystem (hardware). Primarily, it is important to highlight that traditional
system design methodologies are not directly applicable to innovative aircraft design, as
widely addressed in the Literature [6–11]. It is clear that a paradigm shift in systems design
methodology is necessary to deal with the next generation of high-speed vehicles. First
of all, systems design methodologies available in the Literature, such as the well-known
Roskam [12], Torenbeek [13], Raymer [14], and the more recent Sadraey [15], consider each
system as standalone, and possible interactions with other on-board plants are accounted
for only during the detailed design phases. This simplification is acceptable for subsonic air-
craft, with old-fashioned system architecture, where each high-level function is specifically
allocated onto a well-defined item. However, this is not the case for the future generation of
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high-speed vehicles [7–11]. Indeed, both supersonic and hypersonic transportation systems
are characterized by a high-level of integration, both from the aero-thermo-propulsive
standpoint, as well as from the system one [16]. Moreover, this degree of integration at the
system level is twofold. On one hand, there are clear examples of multifunctional systems,
which integrate, in specific physical elements, more than a single high-level capability. On
the other hand, in order to reach the expected unprecedented performance target, it is
essential to increase interactions among the various on-board systems. This is the case
of FCS, whose design and sizing shall consider the strict relationship with the vehicle’s
aerothermal characterization [4,17,18] and the propellant system definition [19]. Indeed,
when following classical conceptual design methodologies, the impact of control surface
deflection on the aircraft’s aerodynamic characterization can be neglected during the early
stage of design without extreme penalties. This can be acceptable for subsonic aircraft with
traditional wing–fuselage architecture, whilst it cannot be applied to the case of high-speed
aircraft, mostly characterized by unconventional and blended configurations, including
waverider concepts. As clearly shown in [4], the impact of control surface deflection can
noticeably affect the aerodynamic performance of the entire vehicle. Therefore, the FCS
design methodology shall be supported by a first indication of the effect of each control
surface’s contribution throughout the mission profile. This preliminary estimation paves
the way for the integration of stability and trim analyses and, consequently, for a more
accurate prediction of propellant consumption and a more consistent propellant system
definition, as well [19]. Additionally, preliminary system design algorithms often consider
the cruise as a sizing condition for most of the on-board plants, including the FCS. This
assumption may fit the case of subsonic aircraft, but it is not representative for supersonic
and hypersonic aircraft, as already demonstrated in [7–11,17,18]. Depending on the vehicle
configuration and mission, subsonic flight conditions (such as take-off and landing) can
be as demanding for the FCS as those characterizing the high-speed cruise. Therefore, a
proper FCS design methodology shall include a quick estimation of the actuation power
required in each different mission phase, thus allowing for an adequate selection of the
reference sizing condition. Lastly, systems design traditionally pertains to the preliminary
design phase, thus it uses the results of the conceptual design phase as input. However,
this waterfall approach is hardly applicable to the design of systems for highly integrated
vehicle concepts, where each on-board element has an evident impact on the vehicle and
mission. Therefore, the conceptual design methodology suggested in this paper adopts an
agile approach, which encourages fast iterations involving different design levels and a
degree of accuracy which incrementally increases through each iteration.

3. STRATOFLY MR3 Vehicle and Mission Concepts
STRATOFLY MR3 is a European Mach 8 waverider concept for civil antipodal flights

conceived under the H2020 STRATOFLY project [2]. The MR3 is a highly integrated vehicle
where propulsion, aerothermodynamics, structures, and on-board systems are strictly
interrelated with each other (Figure 1), offering a valuable case study to show off the
methodology proposed in this paper. In the first part of the project, conceptual design
methods and tools have been used in a preliminary assessment of mass, volume, and
power budgets following a top-down approach [2]. Subsequently, in the second part of the
project, those analyses have been verified through the design, sizing, and integration of
each system. The vehicle is designed to have a Maximum Take-Off Mass (MTOM) of about
400 tons, hosting 300 passengers for a total payload capacity of 33 tons and an empty mass
of around 187 tons. The reference planform surface is around 2500 m2 and the total internal
volume is close to 10,000 m3. Looking inside the vehicle, the use of a bubble structure has
successfully demonstrated to guarantee a lightweight airframe with multi-functional roles,
such as the passenger cabin, multiple split tanks with anti-slosh baffles, engine bays, and
intake flow-paths, contributing to the integration of all on-board systems in a harmonious
way [20,21]. Liquid hydrogen has been selected as propellant, thanks to its high specific
energy content, which allows the vehicle to cover antipodal routes flying at Mach 8 without
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emitting any CO2. Particularly, the STRATOFLY MR3 vehicle was originally conceived to
cover missions featuring a global distance of around 18,000 km. A first mission analysis
was carried out to identify a draft trajectory and profile (Figure 2), connecting Brussels
to Sydney, as described here. During the first part of the mission, six Air Turbo Rocket
(ATR) engines are used [22], with an available thrust at sea level of about 233 kN per engine.
The vehicle flies at subsonic speeds during the subsonic climb. Then, the acceleration up
to around Mach 0.90 is supposed to take place, reaching an altitude between 11 km and
13 km. At this point, the vehicle performs the subsonic cruise. This phase is needed to
avoid a sonic boom [23] while flying over land. A constraint on the distance flown from
the departure site is introduced to fulfil this requirement. In fact, the subsonic cruise phase
ends when the vehicle is 400 km from the departure airport. During the next phase, the
vehicle performs a second climb, until reaching Mach 4 (supersonic climb). At the end
of this phase, the ATR engines are turned off and the Dual Mode Ramjet (DMR) [24] is
activated to accelerate up to Mach 8, reaching an altitude of 32–33 km (hypersonic climb).
Here, the cruise starts at Mach 8, with a total thrust of 664 kN available for the DMR. During
the first part of the cruise, the vehicle flies over the arctic region towards the Bering strait,
between Asia and North America. Then, the vehicle continues to cruise over the Pacific
Ocean towards Sydney. The waypoint at which the cruise phase is concluded depends on
the type of descent considered, i.e., powered or gliding descent. The first mission concept
developed within the precursor LAPCAT II Project [25] involved a gliding descent [26].
However, since the aerodynamic performance is supposed to be very low in engine-off
conditions, a powered descent has been considered for an updated mission concept. The
sketch provided in Figure 2 is just a first mission layout, while the final performance over
the reference mission, in terms of fuel consumption and aerodynamic efficiency, will be
updated after introducing the control surfaces and fuel depletion strategy.
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4. Flight Control System Integrated Design Methodology
4.1. Methodology Overview

As highlighted in the introduction, preliminary investigations [1–4] already state that
a reduction of about 30% with respect to the maximum theoretical efficiency of a hypersonic
civil aircraft can be expected due to control surface deflection. In this context, a valuable
integrated system design methodology (Figure 3) shall introduce the FCS in the design
loop as soon as a first external aircraft layout, together with aerodynamic and propulsive
characteristics, is available. On this basis, a preliminary mission analysis shall be carried out
to identify a viable flight trajectory and to verify the behavior of the clean vehicle concept
(no control surfaces) throughout the mission. Indeed, for high-speed vehicle design, it
is essential to check the major aerodynamic and propulsive characteristics not only in
cruise conditions, but also in off-design conditions, i.e., at subsonic and low supersonic
speed regimes, to ensure the feasibility of the concept. Once a first conceptual design loop
is completed, it is the proper time to introduce the analysis of the FCS, starting with the
geometrical characterization of empennages and related movable surfaces. A few promising
semi-empirical models for control surfaces’ geometrical definitions are available in the
Literature (mainly for conventional aircraft), making use of volumetric ratios as main design
parameters [14,15]. These simplified semi-empirical models are very useful to geometrically
define the chords and widths of each control surface and for the consequent evaluation of
the distance between their aerodynamic center and the center of the entire vehicle, allowing
also for the evaluation of their contribution on stability. Once all control surfaces are
defined, it is essential to estimate their maximum deflections. In this case, as far as high-
speed aircraft are concerned, it is essential to estimate the minimum deflections required to
meet trim requirements throughout the mission. It is at this stage that the interaction with a
second loop of conceptual design is necessary, taking into consideration also the integration
of inputs coming from the preliminary investigation of propellant and avionic systems. The
newly defined surfaces can be analyzed in detail with low- or high-fidelity aerodynamic
tools to predict their single contribution to the vehicle lift and drag coefficients. According
to [4], the effect of control surface deflection can be estimated through inviscid calculations
applied to simplified configurations where standalone or integrated simulations can be
performed. The contribution of the control surfaces is thus evaluated with respect to the
clean configuration case, as carried out during the first loop of conceptual design. The
upgraded aerodynamic characterization can be then exploited for a second mission analysis,
where the vehicle trim conditions are estimated for each time interval. At this stage, the
interaction with the propellant system design and avionics becomes crucial. Indeed, trim
conditions strongly depend on the position of the aircraft’s center of gravity, of which
the variation along a long-haul hypersonic mission cannot be neglected. Therefore, in
parallel to the definition of final control surface deflections, it is essential to study and
implement a proper tank distribution and depletion strategy to minimize control surface
movements, thus reducing the detrimental effect on the overall aerodynamic efficiency
(trim drag) of the aircraft. Moving on to consider the actuation system, the maximum
required control surface deflections are used as inputs for the estimation of hinge moments.
A novel approach is suggested in the following subsections to extend the formulations
available in the Literature [6] beyond the transonic regime. In the end, the FCS design is
completed with the selection of actuators and finalization of the system architecture, both in
terms of power distribution lines and control logics, respectively, considering interactions
with and connections with the electrical power system and avionic system. This would
theoretically allow to produce a first sketch schematic of the system in terms of data and
power flows for subsequent evaluations. Figure 3 graphically summarizes the FCS design
methodology highlighting the couplings with the other on-board systems, as well as with
the vehicle’s propulsive and aerodynamic characteristics.
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For the sake of clarity, the methodology summarized above is hereafter theoretically
presented step-by-step, supporting the theoretical investigations with the practical applica-
tion to the MR3 case study.

4.2. Step 1: Geometrical Definition of Flight Control Surfaces
The possible entry point of this iterative and recursive methodology, once vehicle

layout and mission profile are defined, is the preliminary geometrical characterization
of the control surfaces. According to [27], it is theoretically possible to identify some
configuration-related ratios between movable and reference lifting surfaces. Considering
the class of the vehicle, its peculiar architecture and previous studies on the topic, values
associated with [28] have been considered for the selected case study, as reported in Table 1.
To compute the required control device areas, the total aircraft footprint (2500 m2) is here
considered as a reference surface for the MR3 case study.

Table 1. Initial evaluation of movable surfaces dimensions based on the Literature.

Surface Type Ratio Movable Surface/Reference Surface [27] Resulting Movable Surface (Total) [m2]

Pitch control devices 0.048 120

Roll control devices 0.022 55

Lateral control devices 0.021 52.5

Then, a proper comparison with the surfaces designed for the precursor LAPCAT
MR2.4 vehicle [25] was performed to check the relevance of the aforementioned ratios
(Table 2).
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Table 2. LAPCAT MR2.4 control surfaces.

Surface Type LAPCAT MR2.4 Movable Surfaces (Total) [m2]

Wing trailing edge surfaces (roll) 60

Canard (pitch) 100

Rudders (yaw) 32

Even though trailing edge surfaces can be used for both pitch and roll control (elevons),
in this case their contribution has been allocated to roll because of their reduced size,
meeting the roll control surface requirement only. Overall, results appear in line with
the expectations (Table 1), even though a higher surface for longitudinal control could be
beneficial. For this reason, the consolidated MR3 aircraft layout includes a fully movable
canard, four elevons, two body flaps placed on top of the integrated nozzle, and a pair
of V-shaped rudders (Figure 4) (Table 3). Body flaps have been enlarged even more than
the required value to increase the longitudinal control margin. However, a reduction in
the lateral control surface (rudders) was required to avoid interference during operation.
The effect on lateral plane characteristics is not evaluated in this work, but the authors
highlight that this topic shall be further assessed (only reference power demand for rudders
is hypothesized in Section 4.5).
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Table 3. Control surfaces characterization for MR3 (data for single surface—one side for
each category).

Surface Name Chord (Mean) [m] Span [m] Deflection Limits [Deg] Surface [m2]

External Elevon 3.00 5.00 +/�25 15.00

Internal Elevon 3.00 5.00 +/�25 15.00

Canard 5.75 8.70 +/�20 50.00

Rudder 3.05 6.50 +/�20 19.80

Body Flap 7.14 4.05 �30 23.70

4.3. Step 2: Stability Analysis for the Clean Configuration
Once control surfaces have been characterized according to this approach, a prelim-

inary verification of their effect on longitudinal stability can be performed. In general,
the longitudinal static stability can be verified if the pitching moment coefficient CMy
(Equation (1)) has a decreasing trend for an increasing Angle of Attack (AoA, defined as
the angle between the reference longitudinal aircraft axis and the relative wing). It is worth
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noting that all the subsequent analyses refer to the vehicle angle of attack, already taking
into account that the wing sees a higher angle with reference to the incoming flow because
of its layout (incidence).

CMy = CM0 + CM↵ · ↵ (1)

The pitching moment coefficient is evaluated by combining the value of the clean
configuration

�
CMy

�
clean, the individual effect of the flight control surfaces

�
DCMy

�
i and

the additional effect due to the misalignment of the thrust vector with respect to the
longitudinal vehicle axis

�
DCMy

�
T, as in Equation (2):

CMy =
�
CMy

�
clean +

n

Â
i=1

�
DCMy

�
i +

�
DCMy

�
T (2)

The assessment on the Center of Gravity (CoG) in this specific case suggests that the
variation is expected to occur between 48 m and 53 m [4,25], while the vehicle’s total length
is equal to 94 m. The most rearward position is representative of the initial part of the
mission, i.e., the fuel tanks are full and the vehicle mass is equal to the MTOM [19]. The
forward position is instead reached when the fuel tanks are empty (zero-fuel mass). In
order to control the position of the CoG within the aforementioned range, a proper tank
depletion strategy is studied (as described in Section 4.4). The trend describing the pitching
moment coefficient as a function of the AoA has been evaluated for different Mach numbers
and positions of the CoG. The AoA range is limited to �6� < ↵ < 6�, since this kind of
vehicle is not supposed to fly at high attitudes. As shown in Equation (2),

�
CMy

�
clean is

the first term to be evaluated (vehicle clean configuration, i.e., the aircraft concept without
any flight control surfaces deflected). The results show an unstable behavior at subsonic
speeds for Mach numbers between 0.3 and 0.8 and a CoG equal to 53 m (Figure 5), while at
Mach 0.95 the pitching moment curve has a negative slope. As far as the forward position
of the CoG is considered, the vehicle is stable for the entire subsonic range (Figure 6). For
higher Mach numbers, the stability has been verified for both positions of the CoG, as
can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. However, the values of the CMy are always below zero,
suggesting that there are no trim conditions in the considered range, i.e., CMy 6= 0 for
�6� < ↵ < 6�. Therefore, it is clear that flight control surfaces must be included to reach
stable and trimmed conditions for the entire Mach range and for the desired set of AoA.
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4.4. Step 3: Aerodynamic Characterization of Control Surfaces and Trim Analysis
Once the control surface layout is generally defined, the focus shall move to the se-

lection of the most suitable deflections in order to guarantee trim conditions throughout
the mission, minimizing the negative impact on overall vehicle efficiency. The complete
workflow which leads to the definition of trim conditions along the different flight phases
is depicted in Figure 9. For each Mach number and CoG position, all the possible combina-
tions of control surface deflections (�1, . . . , �i�th) are considered when analyzing aircraft
stability and trim. The overall contribution of control surfaces to the vehicle aerodynamic
coefficients (DCL, DCD and DCM) are then used to evaluate the overall aerodynamic per-
formance of the aircraft. At first, stability is verified by checking if the trend associated
to the pitching moment coefficient CMy as a function of the angle of attack is decreasing
(CMy↵

= ∂CMy/∂↵ < 0). In the range of stable conditions, the trim condition (↵trim) is
detected for CMy = 0, thus ↵trim = CMy0

/CMy↵
. It is worth noting that the same ↵trim can

be achieved with different combinations of control surface deflections. In case of high-speed
vehicles, the authors suggest selecting the control surface deflection combination which
maximizes the aircraft’s overall aerodynamic efficiency (L/D). Looking at the practical
application to the STRATOFLY MR3 vehicle, the control surfaces have been thoroughly
investigated from the aerodynamic standpoint to estimate their impact on the overall
aerodynamic efficiency of the aircraft. Details of the aerodynamic computations have
been published in [4]. Trim analysis is performed considering the flight control surface
deflections (�flap, �canard, �bodyflap) and the position of the CoG at each Mach number, which
must be defined a priori.
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Expanding the terms of Equation (2), it is possible to obtain Equation (3) for the MR3
case study.

CMy = CMy clean + CMy flap + CMy canard + CMy bodyflap + CMy Thrust = 0 (3)
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It is important to note that for each considered Mach number, the value of the pitching
moment coefficient depends on the position of the CoG, which is supposed to change
along the mission. In this case, different CoG positions have been considered in the range
between 51% (48 m—empty tanks) and 56% (53 m—full tanks) of the vehicle length.

As an example, the algorithm reported in Equation (4) has been used to estimate
the minimum body flap deflection that allows to trim the vehicle at a certain flight con-
dition (given Mach and CoG position), simultaneously keeping the other surfaces at a
given position.

Given: Mach, CoG, �flap, �canard

Find:
⇣
�bodyflap

⌘

min
=) CMytot

= 0, for � 2� < ↵ < 2� (4)

The first result of this analysis is a set of CMy = f(↵) curves, one for each considered
deflection, that can be used to guide the designer in the selection of the best option to trim
the vehicle. For the MR3 case study, the minimum required deflection decreases as the CoG
position shifts forward. This information is crucial to identifying an optimized propellant
depletion strategy, targeting a minimization of the surface deflections [19]. In fact, the body
flap deflection sequence has been identified as a driving factor for the identification of the
magnitude of the deflections for all surfaces, thus suggesting the best positions for the
CoG in different conditions (i.e., when the body flap deflections are high, the other control
surfaces will also experience high angles of deflection, and vice versa). The reference
CoG shift is reported in Figure 10, as a consequence of the best fuel depletion sequence
identified in [19], taking into account trim requirements and looking at minimizing the trim
drag effect. The same approach can also be replicated and extended to the other surfaces,
including combinations. The result is a set of trim maps for each Mach number.
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Figure 10. CoG position as a function of Mach number.

Each 3D map shows the resulting ↵trim as a function of body flap and elevon deflections
for a given Mach number and CoG position. Each canard deflection �canard is reported with
a different color. An example of a 3D trim map for subsonic speed (Mach 0.5) is reported
in Figure 11. In Figure 11a the body flap deflection is fixed and the angle of attack ↵trim
varies only with the elevon deflection �flap. The 3D and 2D trim maps for Mach number
equal to 0.8 are reported in Figure 12. In the subsonic regime, high deflections of the control
surfaces are required to trim the vehicle in the considered range. The low-speed regime is
the most demanding one in terms of stability and trim, since the CoG is towards the rear of
the vehicle and the DCM required to trim the aircraft is higher.
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The 3D and 2D maps for the transonic/supersonic regime are reported in Figure 13
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The resulting CL, CD, and L/D, at different Mach numbers and for AoA = 0�, are
reported in Figure 17 for the selected cases. The impact of control surface deflection is
clearly visible if compared to the clean configuration, especially where it concerns the
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increase in total drag and, consequently, the decrease in the aerodynamic efficiency along
the entire Mach range (Figure 17c). The lowest value of the Lift-to-Drag ratio is found
at supersonic speed, in the range from Mach 0.9 to 3, where the L/D decreases to 3.5.
Moreover, a preliminary mission simulation has shown that the time required to perform
the supersonic climb (i.e., accelerating from Mach 0.95 to Mach 4) can be quite high and
could limit the capability of the STRATOFLY MR3 vehicle to cover the antipodal route.
For this reason, the solution to relax the stability requirements within this range, taking
advantage of the modern, robust, and fast guidance equipment, has been hypothesized. To
check the practical advantage of this approach, the constraint on longitudinal static stability
is removed for those phases and the trim conditions are evaluated again in this range,
considering that �CMy/�↵ > 0 . The resulting L/D is reported in Figure 17d, where the
continuous line represents the trim conditions for the stable scenario and the dashed line
refers to the unstable case. The aerodynamic efficiency is slightly increasing in this range,
even if the increase is still limited. The summary of all surface deflections throughout the
entire reference trajectory is reported in Figure 18.
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As a result of the introduction of control surfaces on the reference mission (Section 3),
the updated profile can be introduced (Figure 19a), together with the propellant mass
variation over time, as shown in Figure 19b, which takes into account the selected fuel
depletion sequence [19]. The Brussels-to-Sydney mission can be completed with a total
travel time of 3 h 24 min. The time required to perform the subsonic climb and cruise
phases is equal to 26 min, while the time required to perform the supersonic and hypersonic
climb is equal to 29 min. A total time of 55 min is needed to reach the beginning of cruise
conditions, while the cruise phase lasts 1 h 29 min. The highest propellant consumption
rate is experienced at the beginning of the mission, while the vehicle performs the climb
phases [22]. During cruise the propellant mass consumption is instead reduced. A total of
179 tons of propellant mass are needed to complete the mission, while about 2 tons are left
at the end. The Lift-to-Drag ratio profile is also reported in Figure 19c. Moreover, Figure 19d
reports the Angle of Attack (AoA) selected during the mission. It is interesting to note that
values of AoA slightly lower than zero are needed throughout the entire mission. This is
because the reference longitudinal body axis is parallel to the upper side of the vehicle for
the MR3, meaning that the windward side of the wing is at a positive angle with reference
to the flow even when the vehicle AoA is equal to zero. If the AoA is different from zero,
the vehicle flies in non-optimal conditions from the point of view of the aerodynamic and
propulsive performance. However, the use of low AoAs is required to avoid that the vehicle
generates too much lift due to its large lifting surface, which would result in a fast gain/loss
of altitude and an increase in the Rate of Climb/Descend.
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Figure 19. Updated mission profile trends in trim conditions as a function of time: (a) altitude
(blue) and Mach number (orange), (b) vehicle mass (blue) and propellant mass (orange), (c) L/D,
and (d) AoA.
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4.5. Step 4: Evaluation of Hinge Moment
The derivation of the updated reference trajectory is crucial to identify the most critical

sizing points for the actuation of the control surfaces, in terms of hinge moment to be
counteracted. Specifically, if the flight condition under investigation is characterized by a
Mach number lower than 2, traditional approaches can be exploited [12]. In this case the
hinge moment is evaluated as a function of the hinge moment coefficient, which in turn
depends on the aircraft AoA and the maximum deflection foreseen in that specific condition.
Therefore, up to Mach 2, considering the mission profile and given the coefficients CM0,
CM↵, CM�

, the deflection � of the mobile surface, and the angle of attack, ↵, the hinge
moment is obtained as in Equation (5).

Mhinge =
1
2
⇢V2ScCM (5)

where ⇢ is the air density in
h

kg
m3

i
, V is the airspeed

⇥m
s
⇤
, S is the mobile surface area

⇥
m2⇤,

c is the mobile surface chord [m], and

CM = CM0 + CM↵↵+ CM�
� (6)

Conversely, for Mach numbers higher than 2, the theory illustrated above is not
applicable. An algorithm based on the oblique-shock theory is here suggested to overcome
this limitation. This approach has been applied for the first time by Àlex Navó and Josep
M. Bergada [29] in the Aerodynamic Study of NASA’s X-43A Hypersonic Aircraft, where
a 2D aerodynamic study of NASA’s X-43A Hypersonic Aircraft is developed using two
different approaches. The first approach is analytical and based on the resolution of the
oblique shock wave and Prandtl–Meyer expansion wave theories, supported by an in-house
program and considering a simplified aircraft layout. The second approach involves the
use of a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) package, OpenFOAM, and the real shape
of the aircraft. Then, some CFD results have been validated against experimental data.
The published results suggest the possibility to exploit the oblique-shock theory as an
effective and reliable model for conceptual design. To determine the hinge moment of the
control surface exposed to a supersonic flow, it is necessary to study the oblique shock
wave formation from the aircraft’s leading edge up to the area of the movable surface
itself. Figure 20 shows an idealized flight vehicle with a deflected control surface, as also
suggested in [27], to graphically represent the model.
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Figure 20. Ideal vehicle representation.

Using the picture as reference (downwards deflection), it is assumed that a constant
pressure pw1

acts on the lower side of the vehicle, whereas a constant pw2
= pflap acts on

the lower side of the deflected control surface (this is the ideal inviscid case), which has
the dimensions (length) lflap and (width) wflap. The flap force Fflap is then computed as in
Equation (7).

Fflap = lflapwflappflap (7)
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The flap force times its lever arm with respect to the flap axis must be balanced by the
hinge moment, as reported in Equation (8).

Mactuator = �Mhinge = �
lflap

2
Fflap = �

l2flap

2
wflappflap (8)

The theory of an oblique shock wave is used to determine the pressure value acting
on the lower side of the vehicle. For complex hypersonic configurations, such as the one
reported in Figure 21, the external flow can face multiple shocks before reaching the leading
edge of the control surface.
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Through the ✓-�-Mach relationship reported in Equation (9), it is possible to find out
the shock angle � produced by the ✓ deflection at that Mach number.

tan ✓0 = 2 cotg �0
(M• sin�0)

2 � 1
M2

•(�+ cos 2�0) + 2
(9)

Once the oblique shock wave angle �0 is defined, it is possible to estimate the charac-
teristics of the flow after the oblique shock. Knowing the characteristics of the flow in front
of the oblique shock, in particular the Mach number, M0 = M•, and the static pressure,
p0 = p•, it is possible to estimate the static pressure, p1, and the Mach number, M1, behind
the shock as in Equations (10) and (11).

p1 = p0

0

@1 +
2�

⇣
M2

0 sin2 �0 � 1
⌘

1 + �

1

A (10)

M1 =
1

sin(�0 � ✓0)

vuut (�� 1)(M0 sin�0)
2 + 2

2�(M0 sin�0)
2 � (�� 1)

(11)

Then, it is possible to evaluate the pressure acting on the deflected control surface.
Through the ✓-�-Mach relationship, it is possible to find out the shock angle �1 produced by
the ✓1 deflection of the control surface at Mach number M1 evaluated in the first step. The
pressure of the flow after the second oblique shock wave is determined as in Equation (12).

p2 = p1

0

@1 +
2�

⇣
M2

1 sin2 �1 � 1
⌘

1 + �

1

A (12)

Once the values of the hinge moments are known, the required power can be estimated
as in Equation (13), assuming the hydraulic analogy for actuation devices.

P =
2
3
· Mhinge ·

wp
3
· 1

h
(13)

where Mhinge is the hinge moment previously determined in [Nm], w is the angular speed
of the surface [rad/s] and h is the efficiency of the transmission.
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4.6. Step 5: Detailed Estimation of Power Demand
As a result of the application of the twofold algorithm for hinge moment estimation,

power demand per each control surface has been obtained as shown in Figure 22, together
with the overall FCS power demand. Since the work does not investigate the lateral plane,
the impact of rudder deflections (Table 3) has been introduced considering a maximum
deflection at low speed and progressively reducing its authority while moving towards a
higher flight regime (a trim reference condition has not been imposed). In this case, the
hinge moment has been evaluated similarly to other surfaces, considering multiple shocks
on the vehicle’s nose and leeward side, as well as on vertical stabilizers. To summarize,
it clearly emerges that the most critical phases, from the point of view of the required
power, are those at take-off, low supersonic acceleration, and approach, where peaks of
over 130 kW are reached, while an average 20 kW is sufficient to support deflections in
hypersonic cruise. From an operational point of view, the surface that requires the highest
power level is the body flap, with a peak of about 45 kW. The rudders’ contribution appears
negligible, showing that longitudinal-plane-related deflections may be more relevant, even
if the simplified approach used for rudder actuation assessment shall be further verified.
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It is therefore important to notice that, in this case, the practice of considering cruise
conditions as reference sizing point would have caused a non-negligible error.

According to what is illustrated in the methodology section, peak values can be directly
associated to actuation mass, as reported in Table 4. Reference values for mass (kg) per unit
power (kW) are derived from [30], as far as electro-hydrostatic actuators are concerned.
Better performance can also be expected considering technological improvement and far-
term Entry-Into-Service (EIS) of the vehicle. At the actual state of the art, the overall mass
of actuators is estimated to be around 852 kg.

Table 4. Actuators mass.

Single Surface
Actuator Mass [kg]

Elevon 74.4

Body Flap 178.3

Canard 81.2

Rudder 17.7
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5. Conclusions and Future Works
This paper describes a methodology to anticipate the Flight Control System design for

high-speed vehicles at the conceptual design stage, properly considering the interactions at
vehicle level and allowing for the prediction of the behavior of the system throughout the
entire mission. This work, which focuses mainly on the longitudinal plane of the vehicle, is
considered an initial step towards complete FCS design, usually faced through multiple
iterations. The integrated systems design methodology discussed in this paper starts
with a preliminary mission analysis of the reference vehicle, once its main characteristics
are known for the clean configuration (no control surfaces). Then, according to stability
analyses, new control surfaces can be introduced and analyzed to predict their effectiveness
on the trim, together with contribution to the vehicle lift and drag coefficients. At this stage,
interaction with the propellant system is fundamental to identify the minimum surface
deflections required to guarantee the aircraft trim (reducing trim drag). Indeed, in order to
minimize the exploitation of control surfaces, thus limiting the detrimental effects on the
aerodynamic efficiency, propellant tanks can be properly shaped and integrated on board,
and ad hoc depletion sequences can be adopted to match the desired Center of Gravity
(CoG) shift throughout the mission. Maximum required control surface deflections are
used as inputs for the estimation of hinge moments to be counteracted by the actuation
system. A novel approach is here suggested to extend the formulation available in the
Literature for hinge moment estimation, beyond the transonic regime. Ultimately, the FCS
design is completed with the estimation of power requirements for the on-board system.
The exploitation of the methodology for the design and sizing of the FCS is applied to the
STRATOFLY MR3 case study, a Mach 8 waverider concept for civil antipodal flights. The
work is aimed at warning designers not to neglect the trim drag effect during the conceptual
design of the vehicle, since this may risk jeopardizing the mission concept. A methodology
to approach the FCS characterization is proposed both in terms of trim map generation as
well as of on-board actuation system definition. Additionally, the work demonstrates that
cruise conditions are not meaningful to predict peak power requirements for FCS feeding,
suggesting that the integrated design approach is the only way to guarantee adequate result
consistency for high-speed vehicles. Future works will deal with both a further refinement
of the sizing approach for control surfaces, extending the model to include lateral plane
analyses, and an additional verification of the hinge moment algorithm. The integration
of this initial step for FCS design within a broader system characterization is expected.
Additionally, the application of the process presented in this paper to different case studies
is envisaged.
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Nomenclature

AoA Angle of Attack
ATR Air Turbo Rocket
CoG Center of Gravity
DMR Dual Mode Ramjet
EIS Entry Into Service
FCS Flight Control System
L/D Lift-to-Drag ratio
MTOM Maximum Take-Off Mass
c mobile surface chord [m]
lflap selected mobile surface length [m]
p static pressure [Pa]
pflap static pressure on selected mobile surface [Pa]
wflap selected mobile surface width [m]
CD drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
Cm hinge moment coefficient
Cm0 hinge moment coefficient at angle of attack equal to zero
CM0 pitching moment coefficient for angle of attack equal to zero
CMy global pitching moment coefficient
CMyflap

contribution to pitching moment coefficient due to elevons
CMycanard

contribution to pitching moment coefficient due to canard
CMybodyflap

contribution to pitching moment coefficient due to body flap
CMyThrust

contribution to pitching moment coefficient due to thrust⇣
CMy

⌘

clean
global pitching moment coefficient for clean aircraft configuration only

Cm↵ hinge moment coefficient at angle of attack equal to ↵

CM↵
contribution to pitching moment coefficient due to angle of attack

Cm� hinge moment coefficient for a deflection angle equal to �

Fflap force acting on the selected mobile surface [N]
Mactuator moment generated by the actuator [Nm]
Mhinge hinge moment [Nm]
M Mach number
P power demand to the actuator [W]
S mobile surface area

⇥
m2⇤

V airspeed
⇥m

s
⇤

↵ angle of attack
�0 oblique shock wave angle
� ratio of specific heats of air
� deflection angle of the control surface
⌘ efficiency of the transmission
✓0 wedge angle of the lower part of the vehicle
⇢ air density in

h
kg
m3

i

! angular speed of the control surface [rad/s]
DCD variation of drag coefficient due to control surfaces
DCL variation of lift coefficient due to control surfaces
DCM global variation of pitching moment coefficient�
DCMy

�
i i-th effect of control surfaces on global pitching moment coefficient�

DCMy
�

T effect of thrust vector on global pitching moment coefficient
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